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Abstract

The speed gap between data processing in CPU

and data accessing in disks has reached to an in-

tolerable level, and will only become worse as time

goes by. This bottleneck has seriously hindered the

development of large scale computing systems for

data-intensive applications that demand fast ac-

cesses to a huge amount of data. Viable and cost-

effective solutions to address this problem are to

build large memory buffers to cache data for reuse

by taking advantage of low price and large capac-

ity of DRAM memory, and to prefetch data for pre-

dicted future use by taking advantage of high and

idle bandwidths of networks. We are working on

four different research projects on locality-aware

buffer management for data intensive applications.

This report briefly presents the background, moti-

vation, and working progress of our work funded

by the NSF NGS program.

∗This work is supported in part by the National Sci-

ence Foundation under grant CNS-045909.

1 Introduction

With the rapid advancement of processor and

networking technology, and with the falling price

of memory and disks, computing resources of CPU

cycles, available bandwidths at different levels of

inter- and external connections (memory, I/O, and

Internet), and large capacity of memory and disks

are increasingly plentiful to us to build large sys-

tems. Many high performance systems have been

built with thousands of CPUs and many large disks.

For example, the ASCI Q cluster at the Los Alamos

National Lab [1] has 2,048 HP ES45 nodes (8192

processors). Each user home directory is main-

tained in a central Network File System (NFS)

servers with hundreds of disks. In order to sat-

isfy increasingly high demand of accessing a huge

amount of data for many users of scientists and ap-

plication practitioners, several international efforts

have been made to build globally distributed data

centers. One such an example is the World-Wide

Telescope (WWT) that is a virtual observatory fa-

cilitated by astronomy and astrophysics databases

all over the world [13]. The goal of WWT is to al-

low scientists and students anywhere in the world

to easily and quickly access the data for various
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purposes of research and education. Large scale

scientific simulations and experiments can gener-

ate huge amounts of data for researchers all over

the world to share and access. The source of the

data is centrally stored in a mass storage system

(MSS) that has extremely high latency of data re-

trieval, and an even longer time to transfer over a

network. To provide fast data access service, multi-

level memory buffers and disks are built between a

client and the data source in MSS. Another exam-

ple in data-intensive computing community is the

international collaboration of high energy physi-

cists on sharing a huge amount data in the world’s

most powerful particle accelerator at CERN, the

European Organization for Nuclear Research, on

the boarder between France and Switzerland near

Geneva. The multi-level storage consists 5 levels

from tier 0 (the data source), to tier 4 (the client’s

data storage) [2].

On the positive side, as long as we can feed the

data to processors, data processing can be done by

over-supplied CPU cycles. In addition, we are now

able to store a huge amount of data in many disks

with low prices. However, on the negative side,

we are facing an increasingly more serious system

problem: moving data from huge storage space
to very fast processors has become a bottleneck
for many data-intensive applications on large sys-

tems. The main reason behind this is that the

improvement of data access latency, particularly,

the access latency to disks, has been significantly

lagged behind [12]. The computing performance

has become increasingly dependent on the memory

buffer due to the widening gap between processor

speed and the disk access speed. A few years ago,

a memory buffer should hold cached disk data if

it is accessed again in next 5 minutes. Today, this

benchmark of 5 minutes has increased to 35 min-

utes, and will soon reach to 1 hour and more [6]. In

other words, the memory buffer must hold a large

amount of data for programs and users to access in

an increasingly long reuse time interval. Increasing

the size of the memory buffer is only the trivial part

of the solution, and the crucial issue is to develop

efficient buffer management systems to adapt the

dramatic technology changes and the high demand

of data-intensive applications with complicated ac-

cess patterns.

Although memory buffer management is a fun-

damental technology to improve the I/O perfor-

mance, existing solutions in the running systems

often fail to meet the needs of large scale appli-

cations. For example, a large system is normally

built by a distributed infrastructure, such as clus-

ters, multi-level data servers connected in local area

networks, and data grids connected in global Inter-

net. Existing memory buffer management on many

complex and distributed systems still relies on sim-

ple LRU replacement mechanism, which causes

low performance and inefficient usage of system

resources. We have identified four different system

problems and currently developing technical solu-

tions to address these problems.

2 Locality-aware data replacement

Existing memory buffer management design and

implementation lack efficient mechanisms to learn

and adapt certain types of access patterns and lo-

cality behaviors of applications, causing low mem-

ory buffer hit ratios for some very important scien-

tific and commercial applications, such as one-time

access patterns, loop accesses, data accesses with

long inter-reference accesses, and other accesses

with weak locality. Simply increasing the size of

the memory buffer would not solve the problem at

all.

We have developed an effective buffer manage-

ment algorithm called LIRS [9], which was well

received in the system community. However, a

disadvantage is that an implementation of LIRS in

systems needs a global synchronization mechanism

to serialize the operations in stacks/queues. This

weakness hinders the impact of algorithmic efforts

on real systems. We have made an effort to ap-

proximate LIRS by the Clock algorithm [5] that has

been dominant in the operating systems for about

40 years. Clock-pro [7] is the result of our efforts.

Since a clock-based algorithm is synchronization-

free, it is scalable and is a realistic solution in real



systems. The Linux development community has

developed two versions of Clock-pro patches for

runtime execution [4].

3 Buffer management in multi-
level caching systems

In a large distributed systems, the data are

cached in multi-level memory buffers connected by

fast clusters or networks, data access patterns and

locality strengths are different at different levels,

adapting data access behaviors in multiple memory

buffers is even more difficult and challenging. Most

existing buffer management in distributed systems

simply adopt the mechanism used in a single-

level memory buffer system, degrading the memory

caching performance even more seriously than that

in a single-level buffer. One major problem is that

the locality information embedded in the streams of

access requests from clients is not consistently an-

alyzed and exploited, resulting in globally nonsys-

tematic, and therefore suboptimal, placement and

replacement of cached blocks across the hierarchy.

We have proposed a coordinated multilevel cache

management protocol based on consistent access-

locality quantification and show its effectiveness in

different platforms [10, 11].

4 Putting the Disk Spatial Locality
Information onto the OS Map

For a given amount of data, sequential accesses

are several orders of magnitude faster than random

accesses in a disk. Unfortunately efforts of orga-

nizing sequential disk accesses have been largely

ignored in the memory buffer management. This is

because memory buffer can effectively observe the

access behavior of applications, but has no knowl-

edge about data placements in disks. We have made

efforts to put the disk spatial locality information

on the operating system map so that the buffer man-

agement can exploit both temporal locality based

on program execution and spatial locality based on

data placements in disks [8].

5 Energy-efficient disk operations
in mobile computers

In a mobile computer the hard disk consumes

a considerable amount of energy. Existing disk

dynamic power management policies usually take

conservative approaches to save energy, and disk

energy consumption remains a serious issue. Re-

cently the flash drive is becoming a must-have

portable storage device for almost every laptop user

on travel. We have made efforts to make another

highly desired use of the flash drive — saving disk

energy. This is achieved by using unused space in

the flash drive as a standby buffer for caching and

prefetching disk data. Our design can significantly

extend disk idle time with careful and deliberate

consideration of unique characteristics of the flash

drive. The energy saving solution is called “Smart-

Saver” [3].
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